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Abstract: The radiative power (MW) output of a gas flare is a useful metric from which the rate of 
methane combustion and carbon dioxide emission can be inferred for inventorying purposes and 
regular global surveys based on such assessments are now being used to keep track of global gas 
flare reduction efforts. Several multispectral remote sensing techniques to estimate gas flare 
radiative power output have been developed for use in such surveys and single band approaches 
similar to those long used for the estimation of landscape fire radiative power output (FRP) can also 
be applied. The MIR-Radiance method, now used for FRP retrieval within the MODIS active fire 
products, is one such single band approach—but its applicability to gas flare targets (which are 
significantly hotter than vegetation fires) has not yet been assessed. Here we show that the MIR-
Radiance approach is in fact not immediately suitable for retrieval of gas flare FRP due to their 
higher combustion temperatures but that switching to use data from a SWIR (rather than MWIR) 
spectral channel once again enables the method to deliver unbiased FRP retrievals. Over an assumed 
flaring temperature range of 1600–2200 K we find a maximum FRP error of ±13.6% when using 
SWIR observations at 1.6 µm and ±6.3% when using observations made at 2.2 µm. Comparing these 
retrievals to those made by the multispectral VIIRS ‘NightFire’ algorithm (based on Planck Function 
fits to the multispectral signals) we find excellent agreement (bias = 0.5 MW, scatter = 1.6 MW). An 
important implication of the availability of this new SWIR radiance method for gas flare analysis is 
the potential to apply it to long time-series from older and/or more spectrally limited instruments, 
unsuited to the use of multispectral algorithms. This includes the ATSR series of sensors operating 
between 1991–2012 on the ERS-1, ERS-2 and ENVISAT satellites and such long-term data can be 
used with the SWIR-Radiance method to identify key trends in global gas flaring that have occurred 
over the last few decades.  
Keywords: gas flaring; algorithm; fire radiative power; SWIR; carbon emissions; emission 
monitoring 
 
1. Introduction and Background 
The rate of radiative heat release from landscape fire events is typically estimated using remotely 
sensed retrievals of Fire Radiative Power (FRP) e.g., [1–3]. FRP measures, established as a useful 
metric for indicating relative rates of vegetation fire smoke emission for the SCAR-B and SCAR-C 
airborne campaigns [4,5], were shown to be directly related to combustion rates in laboratory-scale 
experiments by [2], work subsequently followed up by further similar-scale experiments e.g., [6]. 
Subsequently FRP data have joined burned area methods (e.g., [7,8]) in being used to further the 
understanding of numerous environmental and global change processes modulated by landscape 
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fires, including rates of fuel consumption and trace gas and aerosol emission, e.g., [2,9–14]. Many 
different EO (Earth Observation) instruments have been employed in such efforts and multiple 
algorithms developed for the detection of actively burning fires and determination of their FRP e.g., 
[1,10,15–23]. One of the most widely used FRP retrieval approaches is the Mid-Infrared (MIR-) 
Radiance method, developed in [1,2], now used for FRP derivation within NASA’s widely used 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) MOD14/MYD14 active fire products [24], 
as well as fire products from the geostationary SEVIRI and the GOES imagers [18,25] and the polar 
orbiting Sentinel-3 Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR) [19]. Whilst the MIR-
Radiance method is applied at land— (and sometimes ocean—) based gas flare hotspots in these 
products, its validity has yet to be tested for these types of target. Landscape biomass burning 
typically involves radiating temperatures in the range ~650–1300 K e.g., [26,27], with the peak of their 
spectral radiant energy emission therefore occurring in or very close-to the middle infrared (MIR) 
spectral region (in accordance with Wien’s Displacement Law e.g., [1,28]). Combustion of natural gas 
at sites of industrial flaring typically results in radiant temperatures hundreds of Kelvin higher, 
usually exceeding 1600 K [20]. This higher temperature shifts their spectral emission peak well into 
the shortwave infrared (SWIR) spectral region when compared to that of vegetation fires [29] and so 
adaptations to the MIR-Radiance method may well be required to maintain accuracy when the 
approach is applied at gas flare locations. This is important because FRP retrievals made at gas flare 
targets can be used for the estimation of rates of methane consumption and carbon dioxide emission 
[23,30] and inventories produced using such approaches can support global gas flaring greenhouse 
gas (GHG) reduction efforts [31,32]. Fairly recent analyses have estimated that flaring contributes 
around 1.2% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions [33], whilst also releasing air pollutants such as 
black carbon, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrogen sulphide [34,35].  
A key advantage of the MIR-Radiance method is its use of only single waveband data to retrieve 
FRP and thus its applicability to a potentially very wide range of sensors—in theory including for 
example the long-term ATSR series [36] that did not possess the number of spectral bands now 
available with more recent instruments such as VIIRS. Use of a single band also clearly makes the 
MIR-radiance method insensitive to any inter-channel spatial misregistration effects that may impact 
multi-spectral retrieval approaches (e.g., [21,37]) and it also avoids the signal to noise problems 
frequently encountered when attempting to isolate the longwave infrared (LWIR) thermal 
contribution of smaller combustion events during application of methods employing that spectral 
region (e.g., the Dozier bi-spectral method [21,38,39]). Finally, the MIR approach enables FRP to be 
retrieved in situations when spectral emissions from the sub-pixel high temperature target are only 
isolatable around that spectral region, due to e.g., the targets low intensity and/or small areal 
coverage of the affected pixel. This would typically preclude the application of multispectral 
methods, such as those that rely on Planck function fits to the targets thermal emission spectra and 
can limit application of the bi-spectral method of Dozier [40] at certain hotspots e.g., [38,39], as well 
as the Planck-function fitting approach used in the VIIRS NightFire algorithm [20]. A disadvantage 
of the single-channel approach is that the sub-pixel fire characteristics of combustion temperature 
and area burning are not estimated. However, for evaluating rates of methane consumption during 
gas flaring these are not required [20,23,30] and [38] clearly demonstrate that hotspots the sizes of 
typical gas flares are around an order of magnitude too small for effective retrieval of sub-pixel 
hotspot parameters based on Dozier [40] type methods fed with moderate spatial resolution (~1 km) 
MIR and LWIR data. 
VIIRS is now the sensor most closely associated with gas flare analysis [20] and is a relatively 
recent, moderate spatial resolution sensor operating on-board the Suomi-NPP satellite whose 
NightFire algorithm is based on Planck-function fits to the measured spectra [20]. When estimating 
the radiant heat flux of smaller flares whose signal is detectable in an insufficient number of spectral 
bands to derive a Planck-function fit, the original VIIRS NightFire algorithm [20] did revert to use of 
a single channel retrieval method (see Equation (5)) which assumed a fixed 1810 K radiant target 
temperature to derive the flares radiant heat flux. A subsequent NightFire version [23], adapted this 
to use the radiant target temperature obtained from either (i) a prior observation of the same target 
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flare where Planck fits were possible to achieve; or (ii) from Planck function fits made at more radiant 
targets close by. However, to our knowledge the suitability of these single channel approaches for 
effective FRP determination has yet to be evaluated and their approach contrasts with the MIR-
radiance method which requires no specific knowledge of the target’s combustion temperature 
beyond the current assumption that it lie within a 650–1300 K range (for vegetation fires), an assumed 
range within which the resulting impact on FRP uncertainty is well understood [2]. However, as 
already stated, this 650–1300 K temperature range is lower than typical flare combustion 
temperatures and so the applicability of the MIR radiance method for FRP retrieval at these types of 
sites remains in question. Evaluating the application of single-band methods such as the MIR-
Radiance approach will also provide information useful for assessing the accuracy of the fixed 
temperature assumptions previously employed by the NightFire algorithm in the case of smaller, less 
radiant, gas flares–where the Planck-function fits cannot be achieved–and if shown applicable to gas 
flares, a single-band method (avoiding any restrictive or inaccurate temperature assumptions) would 
significantly widen the range of situations and EO instruments that could be used to assess global 
gas flaring FRP. This is because multi-spectral algorithms require sensors delivering multiple bands 
of data over gas flare targets at night, whereas for example the ATSR series of sensors for example 
has a record of night-time observations back to the mid- to-early 1990’s but only in the SWIR, MIR 
and LWIR [36] (though the LWIR contribution from gas flares is typically small and difficult to isolate 
[20]). Re-processing of long-term EO data archives such as these might provide further evidence of 
the success or otherwise of global gas flaring reduction efforts, should appropriate algorithms with 
data requirements less stringent than those of the NightFire-type multispectral spectral fitting 
approach become available [33]. 
2. FRP Derivation from Earth Observing Satellite Observations 
Fire radiative power (FRP) retrievals usually target hotspots far smaller than a pixel and during 
such observations the instantaneous field of view of the satellite-borne imaging radiometer is 
typically covered by various sub-pixel thermal components, together contributing to the overall 
pixel-integrated signal (ignoring for the moment complexities introduced by point spread function 
effects [21,41] and any atmospheric interactions [16,21,38]). For landscape fires, these sub-pixel 
components can include: the ambient background, cooling post-burn areas and areas of actively 
smouldering and flaming combustion. During daytime observations, there is an additional 
contribution from reflected sunlight in the MIR and shorter wavebands. In [2] it is shown that, 
ignoring the solar reflected component for now, the FRP of the fire contained within such an 
inhomogeneous thermal pixel can be represented by an adaptation of Stefan’s Law that represents 
total radiant emittance integrated over all wavelengths: 
ܨܴ ்ܲை்஺௅ = ܣ௦ߪߝ෍݌௜ ௜ܶସ
௡
௜
, (1) 
where ܨܴ ்ܲை்஺௅ is the power (W) emitted from the fire contained within the pixel, ܣ௦ is the area of 
the pixel (m2), ߪ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4), ݌௜	 is the fractional area of 
the ݅ th thermal component of the fire (unitless) and ௜ܶ  is the kinetic temperature (K) of this 
component. ߝ  represents the spectrally integrated emissivity of the fire (unitless). Note that the 
summation does not include the contribution from the pixel that is at the ambient background 
temperature and only considers radiation from the fire itself. 
Effective application of Equation (1) is clearly dependent on assessments that include the spatial 
extent and temperature of the fires sub-pixel thermal components. However, since even the overall 
total fire areal extent is typically very much smaller than the total area of the pixel (∑ ܣ௡ ≪ 1௡௜ ) 
alternatives to Equation (1) must be applied for FRP determination because the sub-pixel combustion 
temperatures typically vary at millimetre scales [42] and are completely unresolvable from Earth-
orbit. The bi-spectral technique of [40] provides one such approach, using two observations of a 
pixel’s thermal signal made in widely separated wavelengths (usually the MIR and LWIR regions) to 
retrieve hotspot-integrated estimates of a sub-pixel fire’s single ‘effective’ temperature and area (e.g., 
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[21,43]). These ‘effective’ hotspot temperature and area parameters can then be used to deliver an 
FRP estimate via an adaptation of Stefan’s Law [43]. However, for hotspots that cover less than 1% 
of a pixel, there can be problems in precisely isolating the fires LWIR signal from the background 
thermal ‘clutter’ [38] and with moderate spatial resolution sensors (e.g., VIIRS) gas flares typically 
occupy only 0.03% of a pixel or less [23]. Therefore, the NightFire algorithm of [20], designed for use 
with VIIRS, extends the idea of the bi-spectral method and exploits measurements in an increased 
number of (shorter wavelength) spectral bands, whilst avoiding use of the LWIR band. NightFire 
works at night to avoid reflected sunlight swamping the hotspot-emitted signal at shorter wavelength 
and fits a scaled Planck function to the multi-spectral observations in order to retrieve an estimate of 
effective hotspot temperature and sub-pixel area, from which the radiant heat flux is then derived 
via Stefan’s Law. Whilst very successful, one issue with this approach is that smaller or less intensely 
radiating hot targets can fail to show a sufficient strong (or even detectable) signal in a sufficient 
number of well-separated wavebands required for its application [20,23]. Sometimes usable signals 
are only detectable in the SWIR bands (or broad spectrum visible/NIR channels such as VIIRS day-
night band (DNB; [20,44]), which are those most sensitive to night-time thermal emissions from high-
temperature, sub-pixel targets. In such cases, alternative single waveband methods for FRP retrieval, 
most commonly the MIR-Radiance method of [1], can be applied but as indicated above the 
appropriateness of this type of approach for gas flares is unproven due to their far higher combustion 
temperature compared to the vegetation fires for which the method was developed.  
2.1. Adapting the MIR-Radiance Method of FRP Determination 
As detailed in [1], the MIR-Radiance method avoids the need to assess the sub-pixel fire 
characteristics expressed in Equation (1) by exploiting the fact that at MIR wavelengths and for 
combustion events having radiant temperatures within set limits (e.g., 650 to 1300 K in the case of 
biomass burning [2,26]), the Planck function can be reasonably approximated by an empirical fourth-
order power law: 
ܮெூோ = ܽܶସ, (2)
where ܮெூோ is the MIR-emitted spectral radiance (W m−2 sr−1 µm−1) and ܽ (W m−2 sr−1 µm−1 K−4) is 
derived from fitting a 4th order power law to the Planck function over the defined temperature range. 
To model the spectral radiance emitted by a fire within a pixel, Equation (2) can be expanded to 
include the fire’s various sub-pixel thermal components (i):  
ܮெூோ = ܽߝெூோ෍݌௜ ௜ܶସ.
௡
௜
 (3)
As fully detailed in [2], combining Equations (1) and (3) and assuming that the fire emits as a grey 
body (i.e., ߝ = 	 ߝெூோ), gives the MIR-Radiance Equation (4), based on the fact that the fire-emitted 
spectral radiance in the MIR waveband is able to be assessed using the difference between the 
observed MIR spectral radiance of the fire pixel (ܮெூோ) and the average MIR spectral radiance of the 
surrounding non-fire (ambient background) pixels (ܮതெூோ; W m−2 sr−1 µm−1): 
ܨܴ ெܲூோ = ܣ௦
ߪ
ܽ (ܮெூோ − ܮതெூோ) (4)
where ఙ௔ is the FRP coefficient (in sr⋅µm) that maps from spectral radiance to radiant emittance. See 
[2] for a full derivation of Equation (4), along with an uncertainty analysis that indicates a resulting 
±12% FRP uncertainty over the 650 to 1300 K biomass burning temperature range. It should be noted 
that an optimised value of ܽ, derived using the sensor’s MIR band spectral response function, best 
provides the FRP coefficient that maps directly from spectral radiance to radiant emittance. All 
model-based calculations presented herein have the FRP calculations based on individual 
wavelengths but for calculations based on actual observed data the spectral waveband is taken into 
account via the appropriately calculated value of a. 
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The Planck function can in fact be approximated by a fourth order power-law over a relatively 
wide range of spectral intervals and temperature ranges, extending outside of the MIR spectral region 
and 650 to 1300 K temperature range used for vegetation fires. Figure 1 demonstrates this and the 
impact of this is that the form of linear equation that underlies the MIR radiance method (i.e., 
Equation (4)) can in fact be adapted to work in spectral regions outside of 3–5 µm MIR spectral range 
and for objects of higher or lower temperature than found in actively burning vegetation fires. The 
combustion of natural gas in air can deliver kinetic temperatures closer to 2000 K [45] and 
hyperspectral image analysis of gas flaring at the Deep Water Horizon well site reported these types 
of temperatures based on Planck function fits to spectra [46]. Planck function fitting in the NightFire 
algorithm also demonstrates flaring radiative temperatures of 1600 K–2200 K at the more radiant 
flaring sites (median ~1750 K; [20]). Figure 1 shows that for this temperature range, which is 
significantly hotter than that found in landscape vegetation fires, SWIR wavebands (rather than MIR 
wavebands) are where the Planck function best demonstrates approximate ܶସ behaviour. For FRP 
retrievals at gas flares therefore, single channel estimation of FRP using SWIR observations and an 
adapted form of Equation (4) may provide the optimum approach to single-band FRP retrieval, which 
also offers the benefits detailed in Section 1. This SWIR adaptation of the single-band MIR-Radiance 
approach [1,2] we here term the SWIR radiance method. 
 
Figure 1. Ratios of radiant emittance (Stefan’s law) to spectral radiant emittance (Planck’s law) for 
different blackbody emitter temperatures at wavelengths commonly used by satellite Earth-imaging 
radiometers. A constant ratio at a given wavelength indicates that the Planck function can be well 
approximated by a 4th order power law over the defined temperature domain and that mapping from 
spectral radiance at that wavelength to total radiant emittance is possible using a constant term. 
Coloured regions represent combustion temperature domains common in landscape fires (in red) and 
in gas flares (in yellow). The dashed lines represent the wavelength used in the calculation of the 
spectral radiance. Note the log scale and the near constant ratio of total radiance to spectral radiance 
at MIR wavelengths for landscape fire combustion temperatures and similar behaviour at SWIR 
channels for gas flare combustion temperatures. 
2.2. Selecting the Appropriate Spectral Measurement Band 
One potential limitation of switching between SWIR and MWIR signals for single-band FRP 
retrieval at, respectively, gas flares and vegetation fires is that it requires the targeted hotspot to be 
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classified as one of these phenomena, in order to base the calculation on signals measured in the most 
appropriate spectral band. Fortunately, this is simple to achieve. Firstly, oceanic hotspots can be 
assumed to be gas flares. Secondly, gas flares on land show strong temporal persistence (i.e., a 
presence at the same location on multiple observations over a set period), whereas vegetation fires 
are transitory phenomena. This difference in persistence can be used to classify the phenomena, as 
demonstrated by [47] and [23] using, respectively, ATSR and VIIRS. A more complex problem is the 
discrimination between gas flares and other persisting (but non-flaring) sites—which are generally 
industrial in nature (e.g., power plants and factories). These latter phenomena can still appear as 
persistent hotspots but are generally far cooler than gas flares (with retrieved radiometric 
temperatures of perhaps 600–1200 K; [23]) and so if FRP retrieval is desirable at their location this is 
better performed using the MIR radiance method rather than the SWIR radiance method (as their 
temperatures are more similar to those of landscape fires than gas flares). Fortunately, since such sites 
are far cooler that gas flares they show significantly different spectral emission properties, the ratio 
of their SWIR and MWIR signals (Figure 2) can be used to discriminate such cooler targets from the 
higher temperature flares. Since even older instruments such as ASTR have both SWIR and MIR 
wavebands, this discrimination is possible even for datasets stretching back to the 1990’s.  
 
Figure 2. Ratio of spectral radiances (Lλ) emitted at wavelengths at 1.6 µm and 3.7 µm for a range of 
hotspots having temperatures encompassing biomass burning, gas flaring and non-flaring industrial 
sites. The ratio is approximately monotonically increasing with increasing emitter temperature and 
thresholding can be used to effectively discriminate between different types of hotspots (e.g., at, 
respectively, a minimum and maximum value of around 2.5 and 5.5 W m−2 sr−1 µm−1. (W m−2 sr−1 
µm−1)−1 for gas flaring at typically 1600–2200 K and 0 and 1.2 W m−2 sr−1 µm−1. (W m−2 sr−1 µm−1)−1 for 
landscape fires at typically 650–1300 K).  
2.3. SWIR FRP Coefficients and Uncertainty Analysis 
In the analysis undertaken here we focus on the uncertainty introduced by the approximation 
of the Planck function used within the derivation of the SWIR radiance method. Within the SWIR 
atmospheric windows, centred on 1.6 µm and 2.2 µm, atmospheric transmittance typically exceeds 
90%, with very little dependence on atmospheric water vapour variations [48], a fact demonstrated 
empirically using VIIRS and the NightFire algorithm [23,30]. First order corrections for atmospheric 
transmittance in the SWIR spectral region can be achieved with the same approach applied in the 
MIR-Radiance algorithm as described in [2,25]. Inter-overpass differences in flare observation 
geometry, related to wind and view angle variations and other contributing factors, will likely have 
a larger impact on the observed inter-sensor FRP variations than do atmospheric transmission 
variations and approaches for correcting for these error sources are provided in [30] and [23]. 
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The two most common SWIR wavebands present on Earth-imaging radiometers are those 
centred around 1.6 µm and 2.2 µm and these are evaluated in Figure 3 for their ability to deliver data 
suitable for estimating FRP using the SWIR version of Equation (4). 
 
Figure 3. Accuracy of SWIR-radiance method derived gas flare FRPs, as calculated using modelled 
flare scenarios of varying temperatures and with an assumed flare of area 100 m2 in a 1 km2 pixel. 
Plots show the ratio between FRP estimated using the modelled flare-emitted spectral radiance 
calculated via the Planck function and the SWIR radiance approach and that calculated directly from 
Stefan’s law (i.e., ‘truth’). Results are show for both (a) 2.2 µm and (b) 1.6 µm wavelengths and with 
the FRP coefficient used in the SWIR radiance method calculated for a range of different emitter 
temperatures. The x-axis plots the temperature parameter used to compute ܽ	 (see Equation (2)) in 
the FRP coefficient and the y-axis the modelled flare temperature. Black vertical lines represent the 
parameter temperature that gives the smallest maximum bias between the SWIR-radiance method-
derived FRP and the true FRP, whilst dashed lines represent assumed flaring temperature range  
(1600 K to 2200 K) over which the biases are computed. 
In the analysis shown in Figure 3, modelled pixel spectral radiances (Bλ(T), W m−2 sr−1 µm−1) were 
generated using the Planck function, assuming a combustion event area of 100 m2, a pixel area of  
1 km2 and a very wide range of combustion temperatures (500 K to 3000 K). FRP estimates are 
generated from these modelled spectral radiances using the SWIR version of Equation (4) and 
compared to matching radiant emittance values (i.e., the true FRP value) derived from Stefan’s law, 
with the comparison function being the maximum bias (i.e., ܽݎ݃݉ܽݔ((ܨܴ ாܲ௦௧ − ܨܴ ்ܲ௥௨௘) ܨܴ ்ܲ௥௨௘))⁄ , 
evaluated over the assumed temperature range for flares of 1600 K to 2200 K, see the dashed 
horizontal lines on Figure 3. This analysis is performed for a range of different FRP coefficients (ఙ௔) 
appropriate to the SWIR version of Equation (4), where ܽ is derived using Equation (2), replacing 
ܮெூோ with ܤఒ(ܶ), the Planck function for a given wavelength λ and assuming temperatures of 500 to 
3000 K (1 K quantisation). The value of ܽ that minimises the maximum bias observed between the 
‘estimated’ and ‘true’ FRPs for the modelled pixels is obtained at a temperature T of 1782 K for the 
1.6 µm wavelength and 2016 K for a 2.2 µm wavelength. The FRP values derived using these values 
of a differ from those returned via full application of Stefan’s law by at most ±13.6% over the 1600–
2200 K assumed flaring temperature range for the 1.6 µm measures (see Figure 4) and by at most 
±6.3% for the 2.2 µm measures. The former is similar to the ±12% seen when applying the MIR 
radiance method to hotspots having temperatures within the landscape fire combustion temperature 
range [2] and we find a similar value using a temperature coefficient of 722 K in the calculation of ܽ 
for MIR wavelengths, shown in Figure 4. For landscape fires the ±12% uncertainty inherent in the 
MIR radiance method is likely to be reduced by spatial variation in combustion temperatures, where 
FRP underestimation at the temperature extremes will be counteracted by the overestimation in the 
middle of the temperature range [2]. For gas flares, combustion temperatures maybe more spatially 
invariant and this maybe the main disadvantage of single channel approaches versus multi-spectral 
approaches such as NightFire. As in cases where NightFire observes a flare with a strong signal across 
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multiple spectral channels, its application may result in FRP retrievals with in theory maximum 
accuracy if we assume individual flares show a narrow range of combustion temperature. However, 
in reality flare temperatures may vary somewhat from the source vent to the flare tip and FRP 
differences between the single-band and multispectral approaches may in any case be relatively 
small, particularly given that median gas flare combustion temperatures are ~1750 K [20], a 
temperature where an error of only 2% is introduced by the single channel approach (Figure 4) and 
where even widening this to 1700–1800 K only extends this to −2.1 ±1.9%. It should also be noted that 
beyond 1.6 µm observations, those made at 2.2 µm are also well suited for single-channel estimation 
of gas flare FRP over the full-range of gas flaring temperatures, offering in fact a higher precision 
than those made using 1.6 µm observations when considering the entire gas flare temperature range 
shown in Figure 4. but reduced accuracy near the median flaring temperature (5.8 ± 0.3% over the 
1700–1800 K temperature range and 5.9% at 1750 K). 
 
Figure 4. Bias in retrieved FRP as a function of temperature, for single-waveband FRP retrievals made 
at 1.6, 2.2 and 4 µm respectively using optimised FRP coefficients for gas flaring temperatures of 1600–
2200 K for the 1.6 and 2.2 µm channels and 650–1300 K landscape fire temperatures for the 4 µm 
channel. Temperatures minimising the maximum bias between the true and single-waveband 
retrieved FRP’s are 1782 K and 2016 K and for the 1.6 µm and 2.2 µm channels and 722 K and 1197 K 
for the 4 µm channel respectively. The single-band FRPs are calculated over the entire temperature 
range presented in the figure and compared to the true FRP for the same temperature calculated using 
Stefan’s law as follows: (ܨܴ ாܲ௦௧ − ܨܴ ்ܲ௥௨௘) ܨܴ ்ܲ௥௨௘⁄ × 100 , providing the bias estimate for each 
wavelength and temperature (dashed lines). As with Figure 1 the coloured regions demark the 
combustion temperature domains for fires (red) and gas flares (yellow). 
The same analysis also allows us to address the appropriateness of the 1810 K flare combustion 
temperature assumed in the original NightFire single channel pathway employed in [20], applied 
when Planck function fitting was not found possible. This has the form: 
ܮଵ.଺
ܤଵ.଺(ܶ) ߪܶ
ସ, (5)
where ܮଵ.଺ is the spectral radiance observed by the sensor, ܤଵ.଺(ܶ) is the Planck function at 1.6 µm 
at temperature ܶ, which has the assumed value of 1810 K. Note the presence of ܽ (as ( Tସ Bଵ.଺⁄ )-ଵ) 
in Equation (5) and the equivalence of this formulation with Equation (4), because at night when the 
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NightFire algorithm is applied the background SWIR spectral radiance (ܮതଵ.଺) is negligible and so this 
approach is bound by the same theoretical considerations applying to the MIR and SWIR radiance 
methods. The assumed 1810 K of [20] applied in the NightFire single channel pathway, will result at 
most in a ±15% error in the retrieved FRP at the upper and lower gas flare temperature limits shown 
in Figure 4 and over more typical 1700 K to 1800 K flaring temperatures a −3.7±1.9% error. At the 
assumed median gas flaring temperature of 1750 K the expected error introduced by the 
approximation is −3.6%. Updating the assumed temperature of the flare within the target pixel, based 
on successful fits of the Planck function at other more radiant flare locations, as done more recently 
in NightFire for low intensity flares [23], offers potential to deliver significant improvements in FRP 
retrieval accuracy compared to a fixed 1810 K assumption (i.e., up to 15% at 1.6 µm for gas flares at 
the upper and lower temperature limits; see Figure 4). However, this is dependent on the temperature 
derived from the more radiant flare location also being representative of the lower intensity target 
flare location. If this is not the case, the approach may even significantly degrade retrieval quality. 
For instance, a low intensity flare burning at an assumed ܶ of 1600 K for which Planck function 
fitting cannot be achieved due to inadequate spectral data, can have its FRP estimated by the 
NightFire single band approach using an estimate of the flare temperature obtained at a nearby 
higher intensity flare but for example if this nearby flare actually burned at 2200 K then the low-
intensity flare’s retrieved FRP would be low biased by ~24%.  
All FRP coefficients (ఙ௔  sr µm) used in subsequent Sections are shown in Table 1 and are 
calculated using the sensor spectral response functions. They are based on a 1600 K to 2200 K 
temperature range for gas flaring (SWIR radiance method) and a 650 K to 1300 K temperature range 
for biomass burning (and non-flaring industrial sites) (MIR radiance method). 
Table 1. The sensor specific FRP Coefficients used throughout the paper.  
Sensor Band FRP Coeff.
MODIS B7 (2.13 µm) 6.053 × 10−9 
VIIRS M10 (1.61µm) 7.746 × 10−9 
VIIRS M13 (4.05 µm) 2.495 × 10−9 
VIIRS I3 (1.61 µm) 7.747 × 10−9 
Landsat-OLI B6 (1.61 µm) 7.734 × 10−9 
2.4. Demonstration Using Night-time VIIRS Observations 
Section 2.1 showed that the MIR radiance method maybe ill-suited for gas flares due to their 
higher temperatures and indicated that utilization of SWIR radiance observations maybe more 
appropriate for flare situations. Here we exploit night-time VIIRS data to provide a preliminary 
evaluation of the FRP estimates derived using SWIR-Radiance method. The solar reflected 
component of the measured SWIR signals is absent at night, enabling the most precise identification 
of the flare-emitted SWIR signal.  
2.4.1. VIIRS Hotspot Detection 
We rely on the widely-used dataset from the NightFire project of [20] to provide a set of spectral 
radiances measured over sites of industrial gas flares as well as landscape fires, in this case with the 
VIIRS instrument operated on-board of the Suomi-NPP satellite (see Section 3.1 for a VIIRS 
instrument description). The NightFire algorithm, like most other EO-based combustion event 
characterization approaches, employs two key stages: Firstly, ‘hot spot’ detection, where pixels 
containing sub-pixel high temperature (SP-HT) sources are identified; and secondly hot spot 
characterization, where combustion characteristics are determined (typically one or more of the 
hotspot effective temperature, sub-pixel effective area and FRP). The detection stage relies on night-
time VIIRS M10 band (1.6 µm) observations (solar zenith angle < 95°), where pixels containing SP-
HT targets contrast very strongly with the background and are easily detected via simple 
thresholding. This SWIR-based detection approach was pioneered for volcanic hotspot detection with 
the ERS-1 Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) whose MIR channel failed shortly after launch 
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(e.g., [49,50]) and was more recently used with ATSR to provide a gas flare detection capability (since 
even rather small flares stand out clearly against the almost zero-signal night-time SWIR background, 
[47]). In the NightFire algorithm [20], further detection of the flares is attempted in a variety of 
additional spectral channels, namely the VIIRS NIR (M7 and M8 bands), MIR (M12 and 13 bands) 
and DNB, based on simple thresholds in the NIR and DNB channels and a spatial-contextual 
detection approach in the MIR (as also applied for sub-pixel hotspot detection by e.g., [16,24] with 
MODIS and [10,25] with Meteosat SEVIRI). The NightFire algorithm then extracts the spectral 
radiances in the bands where the flare signal can be detected above the surrounding background and 
uses these for its hotspot characterization based on the Planck function fitting approach. This first 
estimates the effective combustion temperature, along with a scaling factor related to the sub-pixel 
hotspot area and emissivity. These terms are then used to derive a series of other parameters, 
including the FRP (referred to as Radiant Heat (RH, in W) in the NightFire product). The hotspot M10 
spectral radiances (W m−2 sr−1 µm−1) and pixel size (m2) are included in the NightFire product outputs 
and we therefore selected to use this pre-processed spectral radiance database since it has already 
been subject to some evaluation and validation as correctly including the sites of sub-pixel hot targets 
(e.g., [20]). Two months of daily NightFire data from February and September 2015 were used (V2.1. 
NightFire dataset available at http://ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_viirs_fire.html). We focused 
on data from the African continent and the Middle East, covering both biomass burning and gas 
flaring regions (Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5. Locations of VIIRS-detected hotspot pixels over Africa and the Middle-East within the VIIRS 
NightFire product [20], for (a) February 2015 and (b) September 2015, coloured by the effective 
subpixel hotspot temperature derived via the multi-spectral Planck function fitting approach 
described in [20]. Blue points indicate hotspot effective temperatures < 1600 K, whilst red points 
indicate ≥ 1600 K. The latter appear to be associated primarily with the well-known gas flaring regions 
in the Middle East, North Africa and West Africa, whereas the former are associated mainly with the 
locations of seasonal landscape biomass burning (e.g., matching those regions shown as burning in 
[10] at these times of year). Locations 1 and 2 shown in (a) represent the ROIs used in the analyses 
undertaken in Section 3 and in Appendix A1 respectively. 
2.4.2. Comparing SWIR-Radiance FRP with NightFire RH 
Figure 5 shows that the majority of NightFire algorithm hotspots with effective temperatures 
exceeding 1600 K are associated with well-known flaring locations in the Middle East and 
North/West Africa, whilst those with retrieved temperatures lower than 1600 K are mostly associated 
with seasonal biomass burning (landscape fires). For the hotter (i.e., mainly gas flare) hotspots, the 
mean of the NightFire-derived temperatures is 1785 (± 147) K, whilst that for the cooler (i.e., mainly 
landscape fire) hotspots is 1118 (± 180) K. Whilst there is an apparent bimodal temperature 
distribution between biomass and non-biomass combustion activity [20], some probable gas flare 
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locations show retrieved combustion temperatures < 1600 K and some biomass burning regions ≥ 
1600 K (which is realistic on occasion, see [27]), though these represent less than 5% of each dataset. 
We compared the NightFire RH outputs at hotspots pixels calculated using these hotspot effective 
temperatures to our FRPSWIR retrievals derived via the SWIR-Radiance method and also the FRPMIR 
retrievals from the MIR-Radiance method (Figure 6). To ensure an appropriate evaluation, we further 
restrict the dataset to only those hotspots with estimated sub-pixel fire temperatures within each 
algorithm's suitable temperature range (i.e., 1600–2200 K and 650–1300 K for the SWIR- and MIR-
Radiance methods respectively). Figure 6 shows the SWIR-Radiance analysis for 61,819 individual 
combustion events that resulted in NightFire-estimated sub-pixel hotspot effective temperatures of 
between 1600 K and 2200 K (i.e., assumed to be primarily gas flares) and for 116,822 combustion 
events between 650 K and 1300 K (i.e., assumed to be primarily landscape fires). For the hotspots 
assumed to be landscape fires, FRPSWIR is low-biased compared to the NightFire RH measure (µ = 3.3 
MW), with a high degree of scatter (ߪ = 11 MW). This is as expected from the simulations shown in 
Figures 1 and 4, since SWIR based FRP retrievals are unsuitable for hotspots in the biomass burning 
temperature range. Conversely, for the hotspots assumed to be gas flares, FRPSWIR and RH show 
excellent agreement, with a very small bias (ߤ = 0.5 MW) and low scatter (ߪ = 1.6 MW), again as 
expected since the Figures 1 and 4 simulations indicate that for hotpots at effective temperature of 
between 1600 K and 2200 K the SWIR-Radiance method of FRP retrieval provides an unbiased 
estimate of radiative heat output, very close to that provided by the NightFire algorithm via fitting 
of the Planck function to the observed multispectral radiances. The single wavelength SWIR-
Radiance method thus appears very appropriate for FRP assessment at gas flares but not at landscape 
fires, due to the latter’s lower effective combustion temperature. The existing MIR-Radiance method 
should remain in use at landscape fires and as demonstrated in Figure 6c,d there is excellent 
agreement between FRPMIR and the NightFire RH measure (bias (ߤ) of just −0.4 MW and a low scatter 
(ߪ) of 3.8 MW; based on 115,982 samples). By contrast, for the assumed gas flares (i.e., those hotspots 
with 1600 ≤ T ≤ 2200 K), Figure 6c shows FRPMIR to be low-biased compared to the NightFire RH 
measure (µ = 7.1 MW), with high degree of scatter (σ = 11.7 MW). The number of samples used (31,357) 
for the MIR assessment differs from the SWIR analysis due to the differing hotspot sensitivities of the 
two channels (resulting in the fact that some gas flares show no isolatable MIR signal). As expected 
from the theoretical analysis of Section 2.1, the MIR-Radiance method is less appropriate for 
determining the FRP of higher temperature features such as gas flares and even a simple correction 
applied to correct the bias between the FRPMIR and RH measure would not reduce the high degree of 
scatter seen in Figure 6c, primarily because of the temperature dependent non-linearity demonstrated 
in Figure 1 between the ratio of the total radiant emittance and the MIR spectral radiance. 
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Figure 6. Comparisons of night-time detected hotspot pixel radiative power outputs, calculated using 
either the SWIR-Radiance method developed herein (FRPSWIR; y-axis; plots (a) and (b)) or the MIR-
Radiance method of [1,2] (FRPMIR; y-axis; plots (c) and (d)) and the radiative heat flux (RH, x-axis) 
measure based on application of the NightFire algorithm [20] using Plank function fitting. Data cover 
Africa and the Middle East in February and September 2015, as shown in Figure 5. The left-hand plots 
(a,c) represent the mean sub-pixel effective temperature of the hotspots present at each point on the 
scatterplot. The inset coloured boxes present statistics associated with the similarly coloured data 
points, with the subscript ݂ denoting assumed biomass burning (650 K ≤ T ≤ 1300 K) and ݃ denoting 
assumed gas flaring (1600 K ≤ T ≤ 2200 K). Right hand plots (b,d) show that each location on the 
scatterplot is typically composed of the results from multiple sub-pixel hotspot detections, 
particularly at lower radiative power output values.  
3. Multi-Sensor Evaluation of SWIR-Radiance Method Derived FRP 
Section 2 has provided strong evidence of the suitability of the SWIR-Radiance method for gas 
flare FRP determination, albeit in this case only at night and using moderate spatial resolution data 
(VIIRS M-band (1.6 µm)). Many more EO imaging systems provide potentially suitable observations 
in the SWIR, including by day and this section analyses the performance of such observing systems 
when used with the FRPSWIR approach. 
3.1. Sensors and Data 
To facilitate the most extensive multi-sensor evaluation, daytime data was used as certain 
spaceborne instruments (e.g., MODIS) turn off their SWIR measurement capabilities at night. By day, 
terrestrial gas flares can be very easily detected with higher spatial resolution imagers such as 
Landsat OLI [51] but given water’s very low spectral reflectance at SWIR wavelengths we found it 
best to use maritime flares as here we found even moderate spatial resolution imagers such as MODIS 
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were able to deliver isolatable flare-emitted SWIR spectral radiances. When we extended this to even 
coarser spatial resolution sensors, such as Meteosat SEVIRI operated from geostationary orbit, we 
found only the largest of gas flares delivered analysable SWIR signals, so these sensors were not 
included in our comparisons due to the very small sample size. We therefore focus on Landsat-8 OLI, 
MODIS and VIIRS. 
Landsat-8 OLI images the Earth morning and night at a spatial resolution of 30 m in the VIS 
through SWIR spectral region (12-bit quantisation) and is very capable of detecting pixels containing 
actively burning landscape fires [52] as well as maritime and terrestrial gas flares [51]. MODIS is 
carried on both the Aqua and Terra satellites [15], providing morning, afternoon and night-time 
observations across 36 spectral channels with 12-bit quantisation at the following nadir spatial 
resolutions: 250 m (red and NIR channels), 500 m (remaining VIS to SWIR channels) and 1 km (TIR 
channels). We focus on the 500 m SWIR channels for flare detection and characterisation, whereas for 
active fires the 1 km MIR and LWIR channel data are most commonly used [16,53]. VIIRS, carried on-
board the Suomi-NPP satellite, was already used in Section 3 and the sensor acquires 12-bit early 
afternoon and night-time imagery in five 375 m spatial resolution channels (VIS through LWIR), 
referred to as I-bands (operated by day only) and sixteen 750 m spatial resolution channels (VIS 
through LWIR), referred to as M-bands. Having already demonstrated the effectiveness of VIIRS M-
Band data for gas flare FRP in Section 3, here we focus on the higher spatial resolution I-band data, 
with pixel areas four times smaller than the M-band data and thus an ability to detect flares whose 
FRP is approximately four times lower (minimum detectable FRP being inversely proportional to 
pixel area; [25]). VIIRS I-band data has previously been employed to detect landscape fires that are 
significantly smaller than those detectable in the M-Bands [22,54]. Unlike all other data used in this 
comparison, VIIRS data is pre-processed on-board the Suomi-NPP satellite using a spatial 
aggregation procedure to minimise changing pixel area across the swath. In the centre third of the 
scan, signals from three separate measurement pixels are averaged to produce the output pixel signal, 
moving out towards the scan edge such averaging is reduced to two pixels and then removed 
entirely. Full details of this spatial averaging are included in [22].  
The study region (latitude 5.05–6.35°S, longitude 11.0–11.9°E) is located over the Cabinda oil 
fields. This is a large and productive oil reserve off the Angolan coast, with limited capacity for 
natural gas processing and hence significant gas flaring. A mostly cloud-free Landsat OLI daytime 
image was obtained at 09:22 UTC on 27 April 2015 and the associated standard terrain corrected L1T 
product retrieved from the USGS Earth Explorer (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). Approximately  
3.5 h after the OLI acquisition (at 12:58 UTC) the same area was imaged close to nadir by VIIRS, again 
with limited cloud cover. At this near-central location in the VIIRS swath, three native resolution 
VIIRS pixels are aggregated to form the final recorded 375 m pixel I-band signal and we obtained the 
VIIRS sensor data record (SDR) product for this overpass from the NOAA CLASS database 
(http://www.class.ncdc.noaa.gov/). Finally, mostly cloud-free image of the same area was obtained 
around 24 h prior to the VIIRS overpass by Aqua MODIS and was downloaded from the NASA 
LAADSWeb data store (https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/) in L1B format, again with the study site 
is located close to nadir and thus without impact from the MODIS bow-tie effect [55].  
3.2. Gas Flare Detection, Characterisation and Comparison 
Initial inspection of the daytime OLI imagery indicated that various non-flaring maritime 
features were present that could be flagged as flares if an overly simple SWIR channel signal 
threshold were used for flare identification. Therefore, a slightly more complex multi-spectral 
approach was employed, based on signals in OLI bands 6 (SWIR; 1.6 µm) and 11 (LWIR; 12 µm, 
coming from the Thermal Infrared Sensor instrument (TIRS) also present on Landsat-8 along with 
OLI). The signal threshold employed for both channels was the study region mean plus four standard 
deviations, with these calculated from non-flare pixels contained within the region of interest (to 
exclude potential flare pixels the threshold process was applied twice: the first iteration removing 
obvious flare pixels and the second iteration providing a flare free estimates of the background signal 
mean and standard deviation). No additional cloud masking was necessary, since cloud-
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contaminated pixels had signals very similar to that of the water in the LWIR band and so were 
removed via the LWIR data masking procedure). Manual checks confirmed our OLI-based detection 
approach proved well suited for this limited inter-sensor comparison, though it would require more 
sophistication for more widespread application (e.g., [50]) and a total of 221 Landsat OLI pixels were 
identified as having elevated radiances caused by gas flaring, clustered into 10 distinct individual 
spatial features (Figure 7). 
 
Figure 7. Landsat OLI false colour composite (R: Band 6 G: Band 3 B: Band 2) covering the 10 locations 
of gas flaring detected by the Landsat-8 OLI sensor on the 27 April 2015 at 09:22 UTC. 
For MODIS, we first applied a 307 K brightness temperature threshold applied to the LWIR 
(Band 32, 12 µm) data to discriminate between cloudy and cloud free pixels, cloud being more 
numerous here than in the other datasets. The resulting cloud mask was buffered by two pixels to 
ensure exclusion of optically thin cloud and cloud peripheries. Furthermore, unlike the OLI flare 
pixel assessments (and the VIIRS assessments discussed next) which employed the 1.6 µm SWIR 
channel for flare detection, for MODIS we used the 2.2 µm (band 7) channel because broken detectors 
in the Aqua MODIS 1.6 µm channel lead to dropped lines and data loss [56]. Detection of flare pixels 
was based on exactly the same SWIR channel statistical thresholding approach as employed with OLI 
but now applied to the 2.2 µm data and this identified a total of 22 MODIS flare pixels, clustered into 
12 spatially distinct gas flaring locations.  
Finally, the flare pixel detection procedure was enacted on the VIIRS I-band data, based once 
again on the same thresholding approach to the instruments SWIR channel data, in this case applied 
to VIIRS-I3 (1.6 µm). A total of 32 VIIRS-I3 Band pixels with raised signals indicative of high 
temperature targets were found, clustered into 16 spatially distinct flaring locations.  
The disparity in the number of flare clusters detected across the three different sensors (10 
distinct regions of flaring activity detected by OLI, 16 by VIIRS and 12 by MODIS) maybe somewhat 
influenced by the greatly differing sensor spatial resolutions and perhaps the slightly different 
detection approaches employed but appears primarily a result of differing gas flaring characteristics 
being present at the time of each overpass. The 10 flares detected by Landsat are, however, also 
detected by MODIS and VIIRS, so it was this common set that was used for the intercomparison of 
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gas flare FRP. To extract the signals of all the pixels common to the matching flares, an approach was 
employed where 0.02° × 0.02° bounding boxes centred on the mean geographic positions of each of 
the ten OLI-detected flare clusters were defined. The latitude and longitude of each OLI, VIIRS and 
MODIS hotspot pixel were then evaluated to determine their parent cluster. The 221 OLI pixels 
covering flare activity were found to be associated with 21 VIIRS pixels and 16 MODIS pixels, spread 
across the 10 flaring sites and the total FRP for each flare was computed from the recorded top of 
atmosphere spectral radiances. We did not apply an adjustment for non-unitary transmittance of the 
atmosphere (like [23]), because within the SWIR atmospheric windows centred on 1.6 µm and 2.2 
µm, as discussed in Section 2.3, absorption due to atmospheric gases including water vapour is 
calculated to be very similar and to not exceed 10% of the upwelling radiance and with very little 
dependence on atmospheric moisture variations [48]. Mean background spectral radiance values, 
ܮതௌௐூோ, were computed from the non-flaring (and cloud-free) regions surrounding each flare for use 
in the derivation of FRP. In the case of OLI, a 125 × 125 pixel region centred on the mean flare location 
was used, whereas with VIIRS and MODIS a 10 × 10 pixel region was used. The computed 
background radiances were subtracted from the radiances of each flare pixel and the FRP calculated 
using Equation (5), with the appropriate FRP coefficient and with VIIRS and MODIS pixel areas (ܣ௦) 
calculated from the sensor scan angle using methods discussed in [20] and [55]. An assumed 900 m2 
pixel area was used for OLI. Individual per-pixel FRP values were then summed to provide the total 
flare FRP, shown in Figure 8.  
Figure 8a indicates a good agreement between the per-flare FRP values derived using the SWIR-
radiance method with VIIRS I-band (375 m pixels, 1.6 µm waveband) and MODIS (500 m pixels,  
2.2 µm waveband). The relationship between the two independent FRP measures follows 
approximately a 1:1 line, with a bias (ߤ) of 2.2 MW and a scatter (ߪ) of 8.2 MW. This indicates relatively 
good agreement between the FRP data of the two sensors, which have pixel areas around an order of 
magnitude different and where FRP has been derived using two different SWIR wavebands (1.6 and 
2.2 µm). The significant scatter could be contributed by many factors, for example changes in flaring 
behaviour caused by wind or flare gas supply variations; different viewing angles resulting in 
changes to the observed cross sectional areas of the flare and in turn the observed SWIR radiances; 
potentially different soot absorption coefficients at the two wavelengths used and different flame 
depths at the observed viewing directions [57], as well as the aforementioned differences in SWIR 
atmospheric transmission.  
 
Figure 8. Comparison of FRP totals derived for each flare, as calculated via the SWIR-Radiance 
method (Equation (4)) applied to Landsat-8, MODIS and VIIRS data of the ten flares identified by all 
systems in the study region of Figure 7.  Plot (a) compares the FRP retrievals from MODIS and VIIRS, 
plot (b) those from Landsat OLI and VIIRS, and plot (c) those from Landsat OLI and MODIS.  
In contrast to the strong agreement between the VIIRS- and MODIS-derived FRP’s shown in 
Figure 8a, the OLI-derived FRP values show a marked dissimilarity to those from the other two 
sensors (Figure 8b,c respectively). The higher spatial resolution OLI data delivers FRP values far 
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lower than the moderate spatial resolution sensors, all below 5 MW compared to up to 55 MW from 
MODIS and VIIRS. Further investigation shows this low bias stems from the fact that each gas flare 
cluster contains at least one pixel whose signal exceeds the nominal detector range (LMAX) of the OLI 
1.6 µm channel, specified as 71.3 W m−2 sr−1 µm−1 [58], though none reach the stated saturation level 
(LSAT) of 96 W m−2 sr−1 µm−1 [58]. In [52] it is shown that when strongly emitting hotspots cause the 
OLI-measured per-pixel signal to exceed LMAX, spurious values can result (even in cases where the 
signal remains much lower than LSAT). However, the good agreement between VIIRS and MODIS 
shown in Figure 8a suggests strong performance from the approach when applied to these 
significantly more moderate spatial resolution sensors, whose SWIR channel detectors remain well 
within their nominal dynamic range over the flare targets (because the flares represent a far smaller 
proportion of the pixels ground FOV than with OLI). A suitable approach for extracting valid FRP 
estimates from gas flares using OLI data is a Planck fitting approach using channels whose signals 
remain in the nominal detector range and this is demonstrated in Appendix A1. 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
Satellite Earth observation has been used to quantify the thermal radiant power output of 
industrial gas flares and because these measures correlate to flare CO2 production figures they can be 
used to track the success of global gas flaring emissions reduction efforts. We have evaluated for the 
first time the efficacy of single channel satellite Earth observation methods of fire radiative power 
(FRP) retrieval from flaring sites. FRP-retrieval approaches like the MIR radiance method, originally 
designed for use at sites of landscape fires [1,2], can operate without the constraints of ancillary data 
requirements and are insensitive to inter-channel spatial mis-registration effects. They are also usable 
with older sensors with fewer spectral bands—such as ATSR—whose data are inappropriate for use 
with multi-spectral FRP retrieval algorithms. However, we find the MIR radiance approach 
inappropriate for use at industrial gas flaring locations, due to the higher combustion temperatures 
involved that invalidate certain of the methods assumptions. We demonstrate however, that an 
adaptation of the approach to use SWIR rather than MIR radiance data does prove effective for flare 
FRP retrieval, because the 4th order power law approximation to the Planck function that underlies 
the MIR radiance method becomes more valid at shorter wavelengths as emitter temperatures 
increase. A major advantage of this so-called ‘SWIR radiance’ method over other FRP retrieval 
approaches is that it requires no detailed knowledge of flare target temperature, yet removing this 
requirement only introduces a maximum error of ±13.6% when using SWIR observations at 1.6 µm 
and ±6.3% at 2.2 µm (assuming the flares lie within a temperature range of 1600–2200 K). Narrowing 
the assumed range to 1700–1800 K, within which many flare effective temperatures appear to lie, 
reduces uncertainties to the very minor figures of −2.1 ± 1.9% (at 1.6 µm) and 5.8 ± 0.3% (at 2.2 µm) 
respectively. The fixed 1810 K flare temperature assumption employed in the initial NightFire 1.6 µm 
single channel algorithm of [20] is expected to perform slightly less effectively than the approach 
presented here (when considering the same channel), with an expected mean error of −3.7 ± 1.9% over 
the 1700–1800 K interval and up to ±15% across the wider assumed flare temperature range. The more 
recent single channel NightFire algorithm [23] improves on this, provided that the nearby higher-
intensity flare from which the effective temperature estimate is obtained is a good approximation to 
the temperature of the lower intensity flare under analysis. If not, this approach can lead to errors in 
retrieved FRP of up to 24%.  
We have applied this new SWIR-Radiance approach to data from the moderate spatial resolution 
VIIRS imager and compared results to those generated using the NightFire algorithm of [20] and to 
FRPs derived using the new algorithm applied to MODIS. Analysing two months of FRP data over 
Africa and the Middle East, along with a more targeted assessment over the Cabinda oilfield of 
Angola, our intercomparisons provide strong evidence that the single waveband SWIR radiance 
method delivers accurate gas flare FRPs when applied to moderate resolution imaging systems such 
as VIIRS and MODIS, just as the MIR radiance method does for landscape fires [1,2]. 
Spectral emissions from gas flares peak in the SWIR, meaning that our single waveband, SWIR-
based approach can provide a more extensive assessment of FRP from flaring activities from 
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spaceborne EO compared to methods that rely on flare detectability in shorter (or longer) wavelength 
channels. Requiring the flare signal to be resolvable in only a single SWIR band also maximises the 
range of EO sensors to which the technique can be applied and in the future, we anticipate deriving 
gas flare FRP from the (Advanced) Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) series of sensors that 
possessed a night-time-operating SWIR band, enabling the assessment of global gas flaring reduction 
efforts starting in 1991 to be assessed [59] and providing a possible constraint on the contributions to 
anthropogenic carbon emissions from this source.  
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Appendix A1. Medium vs. Moderate Resolution FRP comparison 
Section 3 showed that Landsat OLI fails to measure SWIR radiances accurately over intensely 
emitting sub-pixel hot targets such as gas flares, and thus cannot be used with the SWIR radiance 
approach to provide data for the validation of results from more moderate spatial resolution sensors. 
However, such validations are still desirable to perform, and so an alternative approach for OLI-
based FRP retrieval was developed, based on the type of Planck function fitting used within the VIIRS 
NightFire algorithm of [20]. Planck function fitting has been used before with nighttime OLI data, for 
example to identify regions of flaming and smouldering combustion in peat and forest fires by [60], 
and similar approaches were used with airborne data of fires by [61]. The primary advantage is that 
the fit can avoid use of OLI bands whose radiances are higher than LMAX, enabling the exploitation of 
only accurately recorded signals. The disadvantage is that the technique is confined largely to use of 
nighttime OLI data, because by day solar insolation dominates the observed spectral signals at the 
shorter OLI wavebands, at least over high albedo surfaces. Nevertheless, use of this technique enables 
us to reliably include high spatial resolution OLI data in multi-sensor FRP intercomparisons, and 
thus provides a means of validating the FRP retrievals made by the moderate spatial resolution 
imagers with the new SWIR radiance approach. 
 
Figure A1. Modelled spectral radiances for high temperature events, calculated for a 1.6 µm 
wavelength and for various hotspot effective temperatures and sub-pixel areas and assuming a pixel 
area of 900 m2 representing the Landsat OLI sensor.  The black line indicates the OLI 1.6 µm channel 
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nominal detector range (LMAX) spectral radiance cut-off and LSAT cut-off is the interface between the 
white and coloured regions. 
A1.1. Planck Fit Derived FRP from Landsat OLI  
As already noted, the radiant intensity of industrial gas flaring typically leads to saturation or 
problematic near-saturation in the SWIR channels of Landsat OLI (See Figure A1), but the OLI 
VIS/NIR channels show data over gas flares that is highly detectable and very easy to discriminate 
from the near-zero level background signals at night. We exploit this here to apply a Plank Function 
fitting approach to nighttime OLI data recorded over gas flares in the visible and NIR channels (Bands 
2 to 5; blue through NIR), bypassing the problems found in the OLI SWIR channels in Section 3. 
Similar to the NightFire approach of [23], we do not apply any adjustments to the data to counteract 
atmospheric effects, and rather than fitting the Planck function on a pixel-by-pixel basis as is case 
with the NightFire algorithm, we instead use the mean spectral radiances computed from all pixels 
relevant to each entire flare hotspot in order to remove the effect of any inter-channel spatial 
misregistration that may potentially degrade the quality of the Planck fitting results [37].  This is 
similar to the approach adopted for applying the Dozier [40] dual-band approach to data from the 
BIRD Hotspot Recognition Sensor (HSRS, [43]), and to data of volcanic targets by [62]. The spatial 
domain of each flare in the OLI data is identified through a single threshold applied to the band 6 
(1.6 µm) imagery, as discussed in the following Section, but these SWIR band data are not used in the 
actual fit.  A prior temperature of 2000 K and flare fractional area of 1% are used to initialise the 
Planck function fitting process.  Following fitting of the Planck function to the OLI-measured mean 
spectral radiances recoded across the VIS to NIR spectral channels, the total flare FRP is calculated 
using Stefan’s constant, ߪ (W m-2 K-4), with the derived hotspot effective temperature ( ாܶிி, K) and 
area ܣ, the area (m2) of the summed OLI pixels making up the flare, and ݏ, a scaling factor (unitless), 
also derived from the Planck fitting process, representing the flares factional area: 
ܨܴ ௉ܲ௟௔௡௖௞ = ݏܣ ⋅ ߪ ாܶிிସ . (6)
A1.2. Evaluation of OLI Planck Fit FRP against VIIRS M-Band SWIR-Radiance FRP 
To apply this approach to Landsat OLI, a total of 21 OLI nighttime scenes (path: 32, row: 205) 
were obtained from the Earth Explorer data center (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) for a region of 
interest located over Southern Iraq (latitude range: [31.2N, 30.0N], longitude range: [47.2E, 48.2E]; see 
Figures 4 and 11). This area contains several super-giant oil fields with significant production 
capabilities and associated high magnitude gas flaring.  Scenes were acquired between October 2014 
and October 2015, with each ascending node acquisition occurring at approximately 18:40 UTC. The 
VIIRS M-band data products temporally closest to each Landsat scene and where the flare was 
observed in the near nadir aggregation zone were used (retrieved from the NOAA CLASS data store; 
http://www.class.ncdc.noaa.gov/), these being collected 2 days prior to the Landsat-8 overpasses, at 
approximately 22:00 UTC in the descending node of the Suomi-NPP satellite. 
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Figure A2. Cloud-free OLI Band 6 (1.6 µm) nighttime image of the Southern Iraq study region, 
obtained at 18:40 on 28th January 2015. Flare hotspots used in the FRP intercomparison with VIIRS 
are easily seen, with the flare mask described in Section 4.2 applied to the image and the SWIR signal 
converted to spectral radiance (logarithmic colour scale applied).  See Figure 5 location 2 for the 
geographic location of the ROI.  
OLI flare pixels were again derived through masking of the B6 (1.6 µm channel) data, at the level 
of the image mean plus four standard deviations, and this mask used to extract spectral radiances 
from all OLI channels used in the Planck function fit (OLI Bands 2 to 6). Flare pixels were spatially 
clustered into 31 individual flare hotspots, defined through examination of the data of Figure A2, 
which allowed extraction of flare centres along with signals in a 0.02° × 0.02° bounding box.  Any 
channel showing clustered pixels whose signal exceeded the LMAX value specified in [58] was not used 
in the Planck function fit for that flare.  The resulting dataset comprised a set of OLI-derived FRPs 
for comparison against the FRPs generated from the much coarser spatial resolution VIIRS 
observations input into the SWIR radiance method, with VIIRS flare pixels identified using the same 
masking procedure and used to extract the VIIRS SWIR signals at each of the 31 flare hotspots 
identified by OLI. Occasionally no flare was detectable in the temporally closest VIIRS scene and the 
next available scene had to be used instead. Usually this was the result of cloud obscuration, but 
occasionally occurred in cloud-free scenes, presumably because of a temporary shutdown of flaring. 
Matching VIIRS- and OLI-derived flare FRPs are compared in Figure A3 (a), and compared to 
Figure 8 (b) we see a very much reduced bias (mean of -7.5 MW, median 1.7 MW) between the VIIRS 
SWIR-Radiance derived FRPs and those generated by the Planck fit and the OLI data.  This 
improved agreement is a result of us not now using the SWIR band OLI data in the FRP retrieval 
from OLI, since this was noted to recording incorrect signals over flare targets, as discussed in Section 
3.2. 
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Figure A3. Intercomparison of VIIRS M-Band derived gas flare FRP calculated using the SWIR-
Radiance method with that derived from OLI using (a) the Planck fit approach, and (b) the SWIR-
Radiance method. Insets show the statistics for all data points, with 31 flare hotspots used measured 
across 21 collocated OLI and VIIRS images—providing a total of total of 391 comparisons. 
The much-improved agreement seen in Figure A3 (a) between FRPs derived from OLI (via the 
Plank-fit method) and VIIRS (derived via the SWIR radiance approach) still, however, contains a 
substantial degree of variance. At least some of this variation is very likely to be caused by real 
changes in the flaring activity between the Landsat-8 and Suomi-NPP overpasses, for example 
alterations in the number of individual stacks where gas is being flared off (each flare ‘hotspot’ in 
these Iraq flares is a set of individual flare stacks). However, for flares with an FRP exceeding ∼ 100 
MW, there does seem to be an apparent underestimation when compared to VIIRS. Further 
investigation of this will be the subject of future study.  
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